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QUESTION 1

A company wants to build a webpage that displays KPIs that can be derived from values in datasets stored in Einstein
Analytics. How can an Einstein Analytics consultant derive those KPIs from those datasets? 

A. Use the Analytics External Data API and leverage the "query" resource. 

B. Export the dataset as an XLS file and use the Einstein Analytics Connector for Excel. 

C. Use the Analytics REST API and leverage the -query" resource. 

D. Export the dataset as a CSV file and load it to an external database. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Can you share data from a widget? 

A. No, you can\\'t share data from a widget. 

B. Select the step of the widget and share data. 

C. Select "Share" icon, click on "Download", and select "Download in .png, .XLS, or CSV" format. 

D. Only with the proper Einstein Analytics Platform license. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What do Analytics apps do? 

A. Let you add new types of charts to Salesforce 

B. Alert you when you need a visa for an upcoming trip 

C. Use ready-made dashboards to tell easy-to-follow stories about your data 

D. Let you create configuration wizards to make Analytics setup easier 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two core design principles to consider when building Analytics apps or dashboards? Choose 2 answers 

A. Emphasis: make sure they have space for important information, such as headlines and key charts. 
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B. Clarity: make sure they are uncluttered and easy to interpret. 

C. Consistency: make sure they have a sense of familiarity to strengthen your users\\' ease of use. 

D. Balance: make sure they have a balance of different charts to get a more interesting design. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/analytics-app-design/principles-good-design 

 

QUESTION 5

An Einstein Analytics team wants to create a dashboard using two standard Salesforce objects. The dashboard should
display data from the Case object, along with related data from the Account object. Which two processes can achieve
this? 

A. Extract data from the case and account objects using "sfdcDigest" transformation, Q use "append" transformation to
add case data with account data, store as a dataset, and then build a dashboard using the generated dataset 

B. Extract data from the case and account objects using an ETL tool, use the ETL tool to y/ Q join account and case
data, and then upload the data to Einstein Analytics. Build a dashboard using the ETL generated dataset 

C. Extract data from the case and account objects using "sfdcDigest" transformation, y/ Q use "augment" transformation
to add case data with account data, store as a dataset, and then build a dashboard using the generated dataset 

D. Extract data from the case and account objects using "dataloader", create a CSV file Q with account and case data,
and then upload the CSV as a dataset to Einstein Analytics. Build a dashboard using that dataset 

Correct Answer: BC 
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